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Abstract

A one-pot synthesis of the first aza-bowl, [3]-aza-[3]-peristylane system, from bullvalene is described. The
molecular structure of this novel entity has been probed by X-ray crystallography and theoretical calculations.
© 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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We have been interested in the synthesis of a new class of molecular entities named ‘hetero-bowls’
which are derived through the replacement of methylene groups by hetero atoms in the well-known
family of homologous polycyclic hydrocarbons known as peristylanes.1 Besides having high Cnv sym-
metry, these hetero-bowls are endowed with two chemically distinct surfaces composed of a hydrophobic
base and a hydrophilic rim, and are expected to exhibit many interesting properties like selective avidity
for metal ions. As part of our endeavours in this area, we have recently reported the synthesis of
several novel oxa-bowls, like tetraoxa-[4]-peristylane,1b pentaoxa-[5]-peristylane1c and seco-hexaoxa-
[6]-peristylane1d and elucidated their molecular structure by X-ray crystallography1b,e and ab initio
calculations.2 These results have spurred us to extend our studies towards the synthesis of [n]-aza-[n]-
peristylanes (n=3–6)1–4 which appeared to be fascinating target structures. Herein, we report a synthesis
of the first and smallest member of this aza-bowl family, the triaza-[3]-peristylane derivative8a, and
elucidate its molecular structure by X-ray crystallography and theoretical calculations on1.
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Ozonolysis of bullvalene5 (Scheme 1) furnished allcis-cyclopropane-tricarbaldehyde6 which was
immediately reacted with an excess of benzylamine to afford through threefold cascade cyclization, a
stable tribenzyl derivative of triaza-[3]-peristylane8a, formed probably through the intermediacy of the
triimine 7a, in 70% yield. The structure of8a was secured on the basis of the molecular ion peak at
m/z 393 in the mass spectrum and its simple1H NMR and seven line (only two lines from the non-
benzyl portion)13C NMR spectrum.3 Similarly, when6 was reacted with 4-methoxybenzylamine, triaza-
peristylane8b was obtained in 64% yield. However, attempts to prepare the parent1 either through
cyclization of6 in the presence of ammonia or viaN-debenzylation of8a,b were unsuccessful. Results
with other amines like tryptamine, aniline, propyl- and butylamine were also disappointing and led to
intractable products in poor yield.

Scheme 1. Reagents: (i) O3, DCM:MeOH (4:1), NaHCO3; DMS,�78°C; (ii) C6H5CH2NH2, CHCl3, rt

X-Ray analysis4 of the needle shaped crystals of8a showed that the space group is P-1 with two
independent molecules in the asymmetric unit. The ORTEP diagram of8a (Fig. 1) clearly shows the
bowl-like shape of the molecule but it hasCs symmetry in the solid state (cf.C3v in solution), due to
different orientations of the threeN-benzyl groups. The benzylic methylene carbons linked to two of
the nitrogen atoms of the chair-shaped triaza-cyclohexane ring, which forms the rim of the bowl, are
equatorial, while the third one is axial.

Fig. 1. ORTEP diagram of8a

We also carried out theoretical calculations on triaza-[3]-peristylane1 at HF/6-31G*6a and B3LYP/6-
31G*6b levels to obtain the relative energies and structural details. In relation to the peristylanes and
their oxa-analogues,1 has an additional dimension in terms of the axial versus equatorial positioning
of the N–H bonds. Depending on the orientation of the N–H bonds, there are four isomers possible for
triaza-[3]-peristylane, aae (1a, Cs), aaa (1b, C3v), aee (1c, Cs) and eee (1d, C3v), where the symbols a-
and e- are used to denote the axial and the equatorial position of the N–H bonds, respectively (Fig. 2).
The structures1a–d are shown to be minima on their potential energy surface.
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Fig. 2. Various isomers of1, their symmetry, relative energies (in kcal/mol) and the number of interactions

The relative energies and the geometrical parameters are recorded in Table 1. The most favorable
structure among these is1a with two axial and one equatorial N–H bonds (aae). One of the factors that
contribute to the relative energies is the decreasing magnitude of the lone pair–lone pair (LP–LP), lone
pair–bond pair (LP–BP) and bond pair–bond pair (BP–BP) interactions (Fig. 3). The most unfavorable
structure1d, has the maximum number (three) of LP–LP interactions. Structure1c, with just one LP–LP
interaction, is the next higher energy structure from the top. The difference in energies between1a and
1b is very small, these structures have no LP–LP interactions.

Table 1
Total energies (au), relative energies (kcal/mol) and important bond lengths (Å) of1a–d

There is practically no difference in the Cbase–Cbasebond length in these isomers, while the Cbase–Crim

distances increase by around 0.024 Å for1c and1d compared to that of1a and1b. Negative hyper-
conjugative interaction, involving a lone pair (LP) of electrons and the�* orbital of an adjacent bond,
explains these variations. The extremes,1b and1d, where the Cbase–Crim distances are 1.539 Å and 1.569
Å, respectively, are a manifestation of this effect. The lengthening of this distance is due to the negative
hyperconjugation, the interaction of the nitrogen LP with the�* orbital as shown in Fig. 3. By symmetry,
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram for the various interactions in1

for any such C–C bond in1d, there are two such lengthening interactions. On the other hand, structure1b
has no such interaction so that the Cbase–Crim distance is short. The variations in the distances in the less
symmetric structures,1a and1c, can also be explained in the same fashion. According to this, C2–C5
and C3–C6 (1a) should be longer than C1–C4 (1.549 Å versus 1.538 Å). Similarly, C1–C4 in1c, which
has two negative hyperconjugation interactions, is longer than C2–C5 and C3–C6 (1.567 Å versus 1.555
Å).

While calculations show1a (aae) is the most favorable structure,8a was found to have1c (aee)
conformation in solid state. The substituents and the various conformations of the benzyl groups do
not permit direct energetic comparison. However, there is general agreement between the observed and
the calculated geometric parameters, Table 1.

In conclusion, we have reported a simple synthesis of the triaza-[3]-peristylane system and examined
its molecular structure computationally and by X-ray crystallography.
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